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COCKNEY: ITS SOUNDS, PAST AND PRESENT

 The term “Cockney” was in use as early as 1600, when Samual Rowlands in his 
satire The Letting of Humours Blood in the Head-Vaine, referred to a Bow-bell Cockney. 
John Mishew was the first lexicographer to define this word as a newly-born dialect.

Studying dialects is one way of validating people's identities and ways of life. The 
term Cockney has both geographical and linguistic associations. Geographically and 
culturally, it often refers to working class Londoners, particularly those in the East End. 
Linguistically, it refers to the form of English spoken by this group. 

This article claims to describe the most specific features of Cockney English in terms 
of history and modern phonology. This phenomenon has been analysed and systematized  
in a number of researches,  including   Cruttenden, A. (2001),   Ellis, Alexander J. (1890), 
Hughes, Arthur; Trudgill, Peter (1979), Matthews, William (1938),    Sivertsen, Eva (1960),  
Wells, J.C. (1982), Wright, Peter (1981), Nikolenko A. G. (2007).

The etymology of Cockney has long been discussed and disputed. One explanation 
is that "Cockney" literally means cock's egg, a misshapen egg such as sometimes laid by young 
hens. It was originally used when referring to a weak townsman, opposed to the tougher 
countryman and by the 17th century the term, through banter, came to mean a Londoner 
[4, p. 15-16]. Today's natives of London, especially in its East End use the term with respect 
and pride. London, the capital of England, is situated on the River Thames, approximately 
50 miles north of the English Channel, in the south east section of the country. It is generally 
agreed, that to be a true Cockney, a person has to be born within hearing distance of the 
bells of St. Mary le Bow, Cheapside, in the City of London.  It is considered to epitomize the 
working class accents of Londoners and in its more diluted form, of other areas. 

The area and its colorful characters and accents have often become the foundation 
for British "soap operas" and other television specials.   "East Enders" and the characters’ 
accents and lives within this television program provide wonderful opportunities for 
observers of language and culture. The traditional core Cockney  districts of the East End are 
Bethnal Green, Whitechapel, Spitalfields Stepney,  Wapping, Limehouse, Poplar, Clerkenwell, 
Aldgate, Shoreditch, Millwall, Hackney, Hoxton, Bow and Mile End [2, p. 11].  Migration of 
Cockneys has also led to migration of the dialect. Ever since the building of the Becontree 
housing estate, the Barking & Dagenham area has spoken Cockney. As Chatham Dockyard 
expanded during the 18th century, large numbers of workers were moved from the dockland 
areas of London, bringing with them a "Cockney" accent and vocabulary. Within a short 
period this famously distinguished Chatham from the neighbouring areas, including the 
City of Rochester, which had a Kentish   accent. In Essex, towns that mostly grew up from 
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post-war migration out of London often have a strong Cockney influence on local speech. 
However, the early dialect researcher Alexander John Ellis [2, p. 21]. believed that Cockney 
developed due to the influence of Essex dialect on London speech. Today cockney areas are 
situated in Dagenham, Barking, Romford, Chigwell, Harlow, Tottenham, Enfield, Basildon, 
Thurrock, Cheshunt, Brimsdon. 

Some of the more characteristic features of the Cockney accent include the following: 
Monophthongization. A monophthong (Greek monóphthongos from mónos "single" and 
phthóngos "sound") is a pure vowel sound, one whose articulation at both beginning and 
end is relatively fixed, and which does not glide up or down towards a new position of 
articulation. This affects the lexical set mouth vowel.  It is widely agreed that the "mouth" 
vowel is a "touchstone for distinguishing between "true Cockney" and popular London" and 
other more standard accents [6, p. 122]. Cockney usage would include monophthongization 
of the word mouth [5]: Example: mouth = mauf  [mæ:f]  rather than mouth [mæυf] .
  The glottal stop, or more fully, the voiceless glottal plosive, is a type of consonantal 
sound used in many spoken languages. In English the feature is represented for example 
by the hyphen in uh-oh! and by the apostrophe. The symbol in the International Phonetic 
Alphabet that represents this sound is ʔ.   A 1970’s study of schoolchildren living in the East 
End found /p,t,k/ "almost invariably glottalized" in final position. Examples: cat = ; up 
=  ; sock = 
It can also manifest itself as a bare  as the realization of word internal intervocalic /t/ 
Examples:  Waterloo = Wa’erloo ; City = Ci’y ;A drink of water = A drin' 
a wa'er ; A little bit of bread with a bit of butter on it = A li'le bi' of breab wiv a bi' of 
bu'er on i'. .

Dropped ‘h’ at beginning of words (Voiceless glottal fricative). 
In the working-class ("common") accents throughout England, ‘h’ dropping at the beginning 
of certain words is heard often, but it’s certainly heard more in Cockney, and in accents 
closer to Cockney on the continuum between that and RP [1, p. 31].  The usage is strongly 
stigmatized by teachers and many other standard speakers. 
Examples: house = ‘ouse; hammer = ‘ammer

TH fronting. Another very well known characteristic of Cockney is th fronting 
which involves the replacement of the dental fricatives, and /δ/  by labiodentals [f] and 
[v] respectively. Examples: thin = fin  ; brother = bruvver ; three = free ; bath 
= barf 

Vowel  lowering. Examples: dinner = dinna ; marrow= marra 
Prosody.  In linguistics, prosody   is the rhythm, stress, and intonation of speech. 

The voice quality of Cockney has been described as typically involving "chest tone" rather 
than "head tone" and being equated with "rough and harsh" sounds versus the velvety 
smoothness of the Kensington or Mayfair accents spoken by those in other more upscale 
areas of London. 

Cockney Rhyming   Slang.  Cockney English is also characterized by its own 
special vocabulary and usage in the form of "cockney rhyming slang". The way it works is 
that you take a pair of associated words where the second word rhymes with the word you 
intend to say, then use the first word of the associated pair to indicate the word you originally 
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intended to say. Some rhymes have been in use for years and are very well recognized [8, 
p. 62].  Examples: "apples and pears" – stairs; "plates of meat" – feet;  Brahms (Brahms and 
Liszt) – tired and emotional; cream crackered – rather tired; dog & bone – phone; loaf (loaf 
of bread), “use your loaf ” – head; mutt and jeff – deaf; natter – chatter; nifty – fifty; North 
and South – mouth; Old Joanna – Pian(a) (piano); pig’s ear – beer; plates (plates of meat) – 
feet; pony– twenty five; porkies (pork pies) – lies; tea leaf – thief; tick tock – clock; titfer (tit 
for tat) – hat; trouble and strife – wife.                                                                                                

Table 1
Variable phonological features of Cockney

№ Phonetic markers Example
1  Monophthongization mouth = mauf   [mæ:f] rather than mouth [mæυf]
2 The glottal stop, or the 

voiceless glottal plosive
cat = ; up =  ; City = Ci’y ;  butter
 ['   b ʌ ʔ  ə  ]

3 Dropped ‘h’ house = ‘ouse; hammer = ‘ammer
4 TH fronting  ['f  i ŋ k] for think
5 Vowel lowering dinner = dinna 
6 Vocalisation of 

preconsonantal and 
prepausal /l/ ('dark /l/')

 ['miok]       for milk
 ['pi:po]     for people

  In conclusion we may summarize the following:
 /l/-vocalisation and /t/-glottalling are widespread in all social accents on the continuum 
between Cockney and RP. TH fronting is still a feature of Cockney which is extremely rare 
in the other social accents. The glottal stop in intervocalic (and to a certain extent prelateral) 
position as well as TH fronting can still serve as 'boundary markers' between EE (Estuary 
English) and Cockney. L-vocalization is a process by which an [l] sound is replaced by 
a vowel or semivowel sound.  The use of a vocalised variant for 'dark /l/' started off as a 
well-known feature of Cockney about a century ago. It has found its way into RP where it 
is currently making rapid progress.  The history of /t/-glottalling, i.e. glottal replacement 
of post-vocalic /t/, is very similar to that of /l/- vocalisation. The glottal stop started off as a 
stigmatised stereotype of Cockney and is now very much on the increase. It has also entered 
RP although its social acceptability still depends on the phonetic context. TH fronting can 
serve as a 'boundary marker' between Cockney and EE.

Cockney has been spoken in London for more than 500 years. The future of Cockney 
is vague and unpredictable. Linguists’ opinions are different. Some insist that the Cockney 
accent will disappear from London's streets within 30 years. According to new research by 
Paul Kerswill, Professor of Sociolinguistics at Lancaster University,   the Cockney accent 
will move further east [3, p. 47]. In London, it will be replaced by Multicultural London 
English - a mixture of Cockney, Bangladeshi and West Indian accents. The study, funded 
by the Economic and Social Research Council, says the accent, which has been around 
for more than 500 years, is being replaced in London by a new hybrid language. The new 
accent, known in slang terms as Jafaican, is most famously spoken by rap star Dizzee Rascal. 
Cockney in the East End is now transforming itself into Multicultural London English, a 
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new, melting-pot mixture of all those people living here who learnt English as a second 
language. But there are also more optimistic predictions. Wells is so bold as to predict that 
"Cockney seems likely that it will become entirely standard in English over the course of the 
next century" [7, p. 259]. 
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